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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

The problem presented in this thesis is that of the eco-

nomic evaluation of the development of the Trinity River Basin

as compared with the Tennessee Valley Authority. The Tennes-

see Valley Authority is a world example of the full develop-

ment of a river basin in soil conservation, flood control, nav-

igation, electric power, afforestation, and recreation; many

nations have sent representatives to study this over-all pro-

ject for possible development of their own devastated river

basins. Many river basin areas in the United States have cre-

ated planning commissions to further develop the advancement

of their own watershed problems. The Trinity Improvement As-

sociation is the planning commission for the Trinity River

watershed area; however, its work has mainly been done in the

headwater area. There has been a Forward Trinity Valley As-

sociation organized in the lower watershed area to further ad-

vance the problems in that locality, but the scope of this

project will be concerned mainly with the work of the Trinity

Improvement Association.

The main ideas for the full development of the Tennessee

Valley have been taken over and expanded and contracted where

1
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necessary by the Trinity Improvement Association. In his

message to Congress on April 10, 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt

asked that the legislation on the Tennessee Valley Authority

be passed, In it he said:

The continued idleness of the great national invest-
ment in the Tennessee Valley leads me to ask the Congress
for legislation necessary to enlist this project in the
service of the people.

It is clear that the Muscle Shoals development is
but a small part of the potential public usefulness of theentire Tennessee River. Such use, if" envisioned in its en-tirety, transcends mere power development;-it enters thewide fields of flood control, soil erosion, afforestation,
elimination from agriculture use of marginal lands, anddistribution and diversification of industry;-in short,
this power development of war days leads logiiUally to nha-tional planning for a complete river watershed involving.many states and the future lives and welfare of millions,
It touches and gives life to all forms of human concerns*.

Many hard lessons have taught us the human waste thatresults from lack of planning. Here and there a few wisecities and countries have looked ahead and planned. But
our nation has 'just grown'. It is time to extend planningto a wider field, in this instance comprehending in one
great project many States directly concerned with the ba-sin of one of our greatest rivers,.

This in a true sense is a return to the spirit andvision of the pioneer. If we are successful here we canmarch on, step by step, in a like development of othergreat natural territorial units within our borders.l

Thus Roosevelt gave some of the things to be accomplished in

the Tennessee watershed program. He omitted navigation in this

specific speech, but it was placed in the preamble to the Stat-
ute in which the purposes and scope of the Tennessee Valley

Authority's power are defined.2

1Herman Finer, The T.V.A. Lessons for International Ak-plication, p. 15.

Ib~id.,p . 16.
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The Trinity Improvement Association is undoubtedly an

offspring of the TVA, and, as can be seen in the master plan

of the Improvement Association, most of its constructive

phases are found in the message of F.D. Roosevelt and embodied

in the preamble of the TVA. The Trinity Master Paln is as

follows:

1. To control the Trinity tributaries by
a. Soil and water conservation practices on the land

where the rain falls,
b. Building community reservoirs on small creeks,

and finally
c. Raising great dams that will control, 100 per cent,

the run-off from the maximum known rainfall oc-
curring upstream of the dam site;

2. To conduct to the sea, with the minimum of damage,
flood waters not reservoir controlled by
a. Levees and floodways, both those existing(many of

which must be enlarged) and many still to be built,
and

b. Channel betterments, including cut-offs which pos-sibly will reduce by one-third the river's length
below Dallas.

3. To store in the reservoirs (required for flood con-trol) every gallon of water practical of saving fora. Municipal and industrial use,
b. Practical barge transportation upstream from the

Houston Ship Channel, past Dallas to Fort Worth,c. Irrigation and other agriculture uses, and
d. Finally for every recreational benefit.3

Justification of the Problem

After a recent rain the author drove through the country

in Denton and Dallas counties. It was appalling to see what

the rain had done; freshly row-plowed lands had had the top

3Trinity Improvement Association, "The Trinity Problemand Possibilities" (July 6, 1949), pp. 1-2.
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layer of soil removed in several locations, large gullies had

become larger, and last of all the rivers and creeks were

filled with this muddy water that had come off the land. It

seems nonsensical to see this frightful situation, especially

since the people in the United States are supposed to be the

smartest people and the richest people in the world, This re-

mark by Odette Keun shows the American way of thinking:

..the Americans, in their turn, thoroughly persuaded
us that their material achievements, their physical man-
ner of living and their chances of economic advancement
were centuries ahead of ours. Destitution and bondage in
America? Why, the contradiction was so farcial, the very
terms ruled themselves outl It was Godts Own Country, the
Land of the Free, and a Hundred-Per-Cent Democracy. We
swallowed all that the Americans told us of America--
and indeed it was a bellyfull they gave us.4

This erosion of our land is going at full speed through-

out the Trinity Valley. It was the same way in the Tennessee

Valley before TVA was able to control the rain that fell in

that valley. Erosion is a costly waste; its cost ranges from

one to three billion dollars a year in the United States alone .5

An article by Hugh H. Bennett, Chief of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service shows the

problem of soil erosion.

In our fight to build a strong nation, we permitted
something like half of our original acreage of productive
land to be damaged by erosion in varying degrees from
moderate to a condition of uselessness. About 100 million
acres of our once good cropland has been ruined or nearly

4 Odette Keun, A For or Looks at TVA, p. 1.

5Hugh H. Bennett, "River Soil Loss Four Billion Annually,"
The n News, Vol. II, No. 11 (April, 1947), p. 1.

04
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ruined by erosion for any further practical cultivation
within our time. Another 100 million acres has been
badly damaged. And on still another 100 million acres
of cropland, erosion is actively underway. And yet we
continue to let 500,000 acres go down to ruin each year.

What has happened to this productive topsoil? We
can find most of it in our muddied streams and rivers,
in silt laden reservoirs, and on the floors of the ad-
jacent oceans. Sedimentation surveys reveal that of a
group of 2,700 reservoirs supplying water for urban and
industrial use, 21 per cent will be useless in less than
fifty years, unless effective soil conservation is car-
ried out on the watersheds above them. The Mississippi
River annually pours out some 730 million tons of soil
into the Gulf of Mexico. At high flood stage, this dis4
charge is about 40,000 tons a minute, enough soil to
cover a forty-acre farm with nearly seven inches of soil.6

Water for municipal and industrial consumption is reach-

ing the critical stage in several parts of our country. Rain-

fall will not soak into the land that is stripped of its veg-

etation as easily or as deep as into land that is covered with

vegetation. As a result of our denuded land the underground

water table has dropped many feet, and this inadequacy of an

ample water supply is likely to prove a limiting factor in the

growth of such localities. Many cities are now facing water

shortages, and they are searching for reservoirs and reservoir

sites for a solution to their water problem. This water scare

has not come about in the last few years; fifteen years ago

Miami, Florida, once feared that creeping underground sea water

would ruin its fresh water reserves; Salt Lake City, Utah,

feared going dry in the mid-thirties, and Indianapolis, Indiana,

6lbid*
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had a bad scare in 1941.7 This year it is New York City; a

dry year left it with reserves to last only ninety days. New

York City is spending $400,000,000 on a project to tap the

tributaries of the Delaware River and is also speeding up ef-

forts to take water from the upper part of the Hudson River.8

In the summer of 1948 Dallas faced a water shortage, but with

the new dams now being constructed in the Trinity River head-

water area this city will have plenty of water for both mu-

nicipal and industrial consumption.

This water scare is not limited to the large cities of

the United States; even the small cities of West Texas face

a water shortage today as shown by this comment,

Dependable water supplies must be evolved without delayif many communities are to hold their own. Furthermore,
the water resources of West Texas must be developed to
their fullest potentialities, for surely water supply
is apt to prove the limiting factor in its growth.

Consequently, West Texas cannot risk now any policy
that might fail ultimately to yield the maximum water
supply possible. The word 'possible' is used deliberately,
as some things which now seem impractical may have to be
done to assure West Texas development commensurate with
its potentialities*.9

All of these situations have arisen because of the lack

of planning by our people. As Roosevelt said, we have "just

7Bruce Biossat, "United States Cities in Frantic Hunt
for New Sources of Water," Denton Record-Chronicle(February 3,
1950), p. 6.

8Ibido

9Letter of John M. Fouts, Trinity Improvement Association,
to A.A. Meredith, Borger, Texas, October 21, 1949,
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grown" along with our problems.1 0 If any person does set up

a plgnned economy for years to come, he is called a communist

or some other idiotic word,11 such as the TVA was called in

its infant years. But the TVA has broken down the barriers to

some extent as seen by the development of the Trinity River

Basin.

Soil conservation, flood control, and an ample water sup-

ply are the main purposes of the existing plan of development

for the Trinity River Basin. Navigation is feasible and was

recommended by the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, in

a survey of the Trinity River;12 but no effort to make the

river navigable at present is being undertaken, except at the

lower forty miles. Recreation is also another phase of de-

velopment that will follow as the reservoirs are completed.

Definition of Terms

There are three important terms that will be referred to

in this thesis. They are: (1) The Trinity River watershed

area. It is situated entirely within the state and comprises

about 17,635 square miles approximately between 29046? and

330141 north latitude and 940401 and 980431 west longitude.

It is surrounded by the Red River watershed on the north, the

Neches and Sabine watersheds on the east, and the Brazos and

1 0Finer, _oi ct., p. 15.

11 Clarence L. Hodge, The Tennessee Valley Authority, p. 51.

12House of Representatives Report, Trinity River and
Tributaries, Texas, 77th Congress, 1st Sess., Doc. No* 4031,145.
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San Jacinto watersheds on the west and south.13 (2) The Trin-

ity River tributary area covers all the upper half of Texas,

including the watershed area and the Pandhandle, and all but

the northeast and northwest portions of Oklahoma.14 (3) The

Trinity River headwater area comprises the watershed area

north and northwest of the junction of the East Fork Trinity

River and the Trinity River.15

Organization of the Chapters

In Chapter II a factual resume of the Tennessee Valley

Authority will be given, and this chapter will be used as a

basis of comparison for the development of the Trinity River

Basin. Chapter III covers the problem of soil conservation

and flood control within the watershed area; Chapter IV deals

with the industrial and municipal use of water and the re-

sources of the tributary area; Chapter V contains a brief his-

tory of the canal movement on the Trinity, the feasibility of

such a canal, and miscellaneous developments; and Chapter VI

contains the conclusions that it seems appropriate to draw.

13Ibid., p. 14.

14University of Texas Publication, Number 4824, Geolog-
ical Resources of the Trinity River Tributary Area in Okla-
homa and Texas, December 18, 1948, p. 8.

15 Trinity River Improvement Association, Controlled
Water Resources of the T River Watershed, pp. 3-33.
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Sources of Information

The information for this thesis came from the published

and unpublished articles furnished by the Trinity Improvement

Association, books, newspapers, publications, personal inter-

views, unpublished theses, annual reports of the Tennessee

Valley Authority, and other government reports*



CHAPTER II

THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY--

A WORLD EXAMPLE

The Tennessee Valley Authority is a world example of the

development of a multiple-purpose system for an entire river

and its tributaries. It was created by an act of Congress after

a prolonged and bitter debate and was signed by Franklin D.

Roosevelt on May 18, 1933. The TVA is a corporate body, and

its purposes and scope of power are defined in the preamble to

the Statute.

To improve the navigability and to provide for the
flood control of the Tennessee River; to provide for re-
forestation and the proper use of marginal lands in the
Tennessee Valley; to provide for the agricultural and
industrial development of said valley; to provide for
the national defense by the creation of a corporation for
the operation of Government properties at and near Muscle
Shoals in the State of Alabama, and for other purposes.l

The TVA is an excellent example of what over-all planning

can develop in conjunction with the co-operation of the people

of the Tennessee Valley. This valley was chosen mainly because

of the expenditure the government had previously placed in it

and was regarded as an experiment; if successful the TVA would

serve as a foundation for the development of other river areas.

1Herman Finer, The TVA-Lessons for International Ap-
cation, p. 16.

10
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And that is the purpose of this chapter; to give the achieve-

ments of the TVA and then use them to evaluate the develop-

ment of the Trinity River Basin in later chapters. The topics

that will be discussed are flood control, soil conservation,

navigation, water for industrial use and development of re-

sources, recreation, and power. The development of electric

power is by no means the least important, but there are no

plans to develop power on the Trinity River; and, consequently,

it will be dealt with very little.

It is very probable that the TVA would never have been

created had it not been for the depression that the United

States was in. Thus, it must be kept in mind that the TVA was

created during a time of chaos. As a result of this interfer-

ence by government encroachment upon the sacred rights of the

private utility companies the people of the United States

recognize that they do not have to stand for such foolishness

as a depression again.

Flood Control and Soil Conservation

Flood control and soil conservation are interrelated and

should be dealt with together and not separately in the de-

velopment of any river basin. It is a folly to attempt flood

control without soil conservation and vice versa.

The Tennessee River was always known as a fairly wild

river, and it drains a basin of some 40,600 square miles. The

river's sources lie among the 6,500 foot peaks of the Great

"Ww""a
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Smokey and Blue Ridge Mountains. It traverses seven states,

Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, Mis-

sissippi, and Kentucky. There is a heavy rainfall in the Val-

ley, ranging up to eighty inches in some places and averaging

fifty-one inches for the Valley as a whole. With this much

rainfall the Tennessee River could cause tremendous damages

in floods.

A net work of twenty-seven major dams is the backbone of

the development of the Tennessee River and from these dams

arises the ability to have an adequate flood control and soil

conservation program. The TVA has successfully used the most

efficient technical methods in lowering the damage done by

floods. Through surveys of the Mississippi River it has deter-

mined how many million acre-feet* of water taken from the

river in flood will reduce the peak of the flood in terms of

feet at various threatened points.2

Because we have floods now does not mean that floods came

with the entering of Europeans in America. The floods have been

here ever since the rivers have, but man has increased their

tendency to destroy. Senator Malone of Nevada gave a statement,
"Conservation and Development of the Water Resources of the

United States"; and in it he said that

Floods occur on all the major rivers of the United
States, and are among the most destructive of the forces

*One acre-foot equals 325,851 U.S. gallons, and one second-foot equals 7.48 U.S. gallons per second.
2 Ibid p. 23.
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of nature. They may also be the source of great benefit
if their water can be controlled and put to beneficial
use. Flood problems on the rivers of the United States
range from the slowly rising inundations, which formerly
covered thousands of square miles of the alluvial valley
of the Mississippi River, to the flash type of floods
from the bare hillsides of western basins, such as that
of the Los Angeles River, which are heavily laden with
rocks and debris. Floods on the rivers of the United
States are not a new phenomenon; the records of DeSoto's
expedition reveal wide-spread flooding in the Mississippi
Valley at the time when the primeval forests and native
prairie grasses covered the entire Mississippi River Ba-
sin. However, the inevitable settlement and development
of river valleys has brought a new realization of their
destructiveness; and improper land use has contributed
to the intensity of floods.3

The Tennessee is the largest tributary of the Ohio River

and contributes a large volume of water to the Mississippi.

If the TVA is able to hold considerable amounts of water from

the Mississippi during a flood of that river, it is able to

reduce the crest and possibly avert millions of dollars worth

of damage. In March, 1936, the TVA's value was first appre-

hended; through control operations at Norris Dam, Chattanooga

was saved some $750,000; and on four occassions in 1937 the

dam was able to reduce the flood height in that city from three

to five feet.4

During the middle of 1936 the TVA made a survey of the

Mississippi River to ascertain if the construction of the Ken-

tucky dam would be worth its cost. A reduction of two feet in

the flood crest was used as a base to determine the value

3George W. Malone, "Conservation and Development of the
Water Resources of the United States," Statement in the Senate,
August 6, 1948, p. 3.

4Herman Finer, 2. cit., p. 23.
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that would be saved. This survey was made of all properties

susceptible to flood damage, such as cities, highways, agri-

cultural lands, railroads, etc. Through various calculations

it was estimated that over $380,000,000 worth of damage could

be averted. The Kentucky Dam would contribute something like

$200,000,0005 in savings whereas its cost was $105,000,000.6

In 1937 the TVA through its operations was able to lower

the crest of the flood by one-half foot at Cairo, Illinois,

and was able to save some $15,000,000 in damage.7 These ex-

amples could be given on and on, but the main thought is to

show that the TVA has been worth its cost in the field of

flood control. Chattanooga is the most vulnerable city on the

Tennessee River, and it has been estimated that a recurrance

of the largest flood ever recorded, if uncontrolled, would

cause damage of about $100,000,000.8 Since the construction

of Norris Dam through June 30, 1949, damage estimated at

$41,536,000 has been averted at this same city.9 The benefits

of the present TVA flood-control system are estimated to be

around $11,000,000 annually.10

The Tennessee Valley basin contains nearly 17,000,000

acres of farm land out of a total of some 26,160,000 acres;

and of this 17,000,000 acres around 12,000,000 acres are in

5Ibid. 6 lbid., p. 246. 71bid., p. 23
8Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Report of TVA (1949)

p. 16.

9lbid 10Ibid., p. 13.
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open pasture, meadows, and crops. One factor that makes ero-

sion is that the land is hilly; there are many slopes of

twenty degrees or more, and some are well over forty-five de-

grees. Inconsiderate agriculture practices were being oper-

ated in the Tennessee Valley. The growing of row crops, such

as cotton, maize, and tobacco, which is very destructive of

soil fertility, aided by doses of commercial fertilizers,

steadily destroyed the fertile land. These people felt com-

pelled to grow these cashh crops," and as a result the land

was destroyed of its fertility, wLich led to the erosion of

the land; and soon there was nothing left except bare rock.

Conditions like this were found throughout the Valley when the

TVA was created. The TVA had to encourage the farmer to grow

crops such as legumes, alfalfa, and other grasses to enrich

the soil and to keep it from eroding. Lands should be used ac-

cording to its capabilities as explained by the Soil Conser-

vation Service.

Actually, soil conservation is nothing more or less
than intelligent use and protection of the land. But, to
be specific, we say that it means using the land accord-
ing to1 [ts capabilities and treating it according to its
needs.

Soil conservation has come to need more and more scientific

applications. The farmers need more knowledge; for example,
before 1933, though they had the fertilizer, they did not have

the tools and[ the knowledge of its application. Through power

United States Department of Agriculture, Report of theChief of the Soil Conservation Servicef 1949), p. 77. -

A"Oftomawmm
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made available by the hydroelectric dams, the TVA has given

the farmer in the Tennessee Valley the necessary tools and

fertilizer.

The TVA set out to study the many different soils found

in the Valley; it utilized the co-operation of the Division

of Soil Survey, Department of Agriculture, the land grant col-

leges of the seven Valley states, and various other govern-

mental organizations. The Division of Soil Survey started map-

ping the land in 1935, determining the physical and chemical

characteristics of the land along with the slope and erosion;

and by June 30, 1949, it had mapped seventy per cent of the

land. The immediate problem facing the TVA was to discover the

means which would prevent erosion and increase the productiv-

ity of the land. On the advice of the land grant colleges the

TVA decided on the growing of cover crops. Since the land was

deficient in phosphorus and nitrogen, it was decided that le-

gumes would be the best cover crop. Nitrogen from these le-

gumes would be absorbed by the soil better than if applied as

a fertilizer, and phosphate would be used in fertilizer form

to rebilild the soil.

The TVA furnished fertilizer to demonstration farms along

with certain requirements. The main purpose for this was to

interest the farmers in rebuilding their land as it was only

by their co-operation with the TVA that this program could

succeed. After successful demonstrations the TVA encouraged

the farmers to adopt such practices.
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Since the test-demonstration activity was begun in
1935, about 27,000 unit farms and 784 areas containing
about 38,500 farms have participated, making a total of
65,500 test-demonstration farms. Of these, 1,195 entered
the program during the fiscal year 1949, including 636
unit test-demonstration farms and 559 area farms. During
1949, 4,564 unit and 2,848 area farms received test-dem-
onstration materials under the partial payment plan.

The success of the test-demonstration activities is
reflected in better farming practices on the test-demon-
stration farms themselves and in the adoption by other
farmers of improved farm management practices thus demon-
strated, including increased use of soil minerals, de-
creased row crop acreages and increased acreages of im-
proved permanent pasture, legumes, and small grains,
greater production per acre, growth of livestock farming,
and so on. Such practices lead to more income for the
farmer, conservation of the soil resource, and more diver-
sified and stable agriculture.1 2

The TVA made a survey to determine the impact which the

test-demonstration has had in Tennessee. Sixty-three of its

counties lie within the watershed area, and thirty-two counties

lie outside the watershed area. In the fiscal year of 1948

farmers in the watershed area of Tennessee used an average of

502 pounds of phosphate per hundred acres of open farm land,

of which 398 pounds were purchased commercially and 104 pounds

provided by the TVA. This was more than double the 232 pounds

per hundred acres of open farm land purchased by the counties

outside the Valley. In 1936 the Valley counties used fourteen

pounds of phosphate per hundred acres of open farm land; where-

as, the non-valley counties used nine pounds of phosphate per

hundred acres of open farm land.13

12 Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Report of the TVA
(1949), p. 37.

13Ib~ii.,p . 39.
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These figures show that the TVA's program of acquainting

the farmer with phosphorus has been a success; also, the use

of lime has increased in a large amount. Its use increased

from 1.9 to 8.9 tons per hundred acres of open farm land be-

tween 1936 and 1947 in the Valley counties and from 1.1 to 7

tons in the non-valley counties .14

Soil and water conservation practices are significantly

present in a prevailing shift from row crops to soil conserv-

ing crops. Row crops were reduced between 1935 and 1945 from

28.3 acres per hundred acres of open farm land to 22.6 acres

per hundred acres of open farm land in the counties lying

within the Valley; whereas, for the same period row crops were

reduced from 37.4 acres to 32.5 acres in the non-valley counties.

At the same time the increase in soil conserving crops, such

as hay and small grains, increased from 18 to 22.3 acres in

the Valley counties and from 13.8 to 15.5 acres in the non-

valley counties. Alfalfa and clover increased from 8.7 to 22.3

acres in the Valley counties and from 8.4 to 9.8 in the non-

valley counties .15

This growth in increased legumes tends to increase the

number of livestock in the area. The number of cows and calves

per hundred acres of open farm land increased from 11.3 to 13.2
in the Valley counties and from 9.6 to 10.8 in the non-valley

counties for the period between 1935 and 1945. The number of

14 b~id. p. 40. 151bid*
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cows milked per hundred acres of open farm land remained about

the same for both Valley and non-valley farms. There were five

cows milked in the former and four in the latter, but there

was a decided increase in milk production. The amount of milk

produced in the Valley counties per hundred acres of open farm

land increased from 1,697 gallons to 2,289 gallons as compared

with the increase from 1,495 to 1,584 gallons in the non-val-

ley counties. 1 6

Along with these increases the yield per acre of cotton,

hay, corn, wheat, and tobacco rose proportionately. In the

TVA Annual Report for 1947 the amount of increase for the above

products is given.

In Alabama, for example, a study of 31 test-demon-
stration farms showed that bushels of corn to the acre
had increased from 27 to 33, and hay yields had increased
from 1.7 to 3 tons between 1942 and 1945, although cotton
production had remained constant--458 pounds per acre.
More than half the farms had alfalfa, as compared with
15 per cent in 1942.

In Georgia the 68 unit test-demonstration farms pre-
viously referred to show a 100 per cent increase in corn
production, from 20 to 40 bushels per acre. Cotton yield
went from 268 to 491 pounds per acre; wheat doubled from
11 to 22 bushels per acre, and oats went from 12 to 43
bushels per acre, an increase of 2g8 per cent. Hay yield
increased by more than 45 per cent.

In North Carolina, 15 representative test-demon-
stration farms increased their corn yield from 27 to 55
bushels per acre, tobacco from 1,400 to 1,900 ounds per
acre, and oats from 27 to 34 bushels per acre.J 7

161bido

17Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Report of the TVA
(1947), p. 40.

I
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Navigation

Navigation of inland waterways is and has been desirable

at all times. Before the era of the railroad it was the most

efficient way of transporting goods and of traveling, and even

today water transportation plays an important part in lowering

the railroad rates in a vicinity. It is also desirable because

it can transport bulky goods such as coal, iron, and sand much

cheaper than a railroad can. The government has the responsi-

bility of creating navigable streams, but navigation develop-

ment is not looked upon with favor by all. William S. Spellings

says that

The competition of the barge lines on the Lakes-to-Gulf Waterway is with the railroads; and in this compe-tition the advantages are against the railroads for thefollowing reasons: . . . The barge lines enjoy the freeuse of a channel improvedat government ex ense; therailroads must pay for their own roadways*.L8

Spelling seems to forget that railroads were also paid by the

government to build lines throughout the country; and state

governments, cities, and private citizens also gave the rail-
roads land and money. The railroads may have paid for some of
their roadways, but it is not correct to say that they paid for
"their own roadways ."

There were several attempts to make the Tennessee River

navigable prior to 1933, but they were unsuccessful. The com-
pletion of the Tennessee River development for navigation added

l8William W. Spelling, The Nine-Foot Waterways of theSuh, p. 5.
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around 630 miles of navigable inland waterway to the largest

inland waterway system in the world.1 9 The opening of this

river connected the cities along the Tennessee with the in-

dustrial centers in the east--Pittsburg, Chicago, St. Paul-

Minneapolis-- and all the ports along the Gulf coast. It pro-

vided them with a market for their goods as well as giving

these outside cities a new market for things that can be shipped

cheaper by water. A chance for creating new distribution points

throughout the Tennessee River was made possible, and those new

centers have developed.

The large storage dams on the principal tributaries-- the

Norris Dam on the Clinch River, Hiwassee Dam on the Hiwassee,

Fontana Dam on the Little Tennessee, Douglas Dam on the French

Broad, and others-- enable the river to be kept at a uniform

height to ensure navigation.

In 1933 the traffic on the river was limited mainly to

short hauls of low value sand and gravel and forest products,

which consisted mainly of railroad ties; whereas in 1948 the

amount of traffic carried, 427,850,000 ton miles,20 was thir-

teen times as great as in 1933. The traffic carried in 1948

was not limited to low value articles; the things carried were

automobiles, wheat, corn, iron, steel, coal, petroleum, and

many other higher value products. In 1948 the annual

1 9Finer, _2. cit., p. 21,

20Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Report of the TVA,
(1949), p. 13.
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transportation savings were estimated at $4,000,000.21 This

is a long way from the estimate made in 1936 on annual trans-

portation savings by the United States Corps of Engineers.

They estimated that in 1950 the river traffic would be

17,800,000 tons with an annual saving of $22,800,000 in trans-

portation charges.22 No doubt there is a difference in tonss"

and "ton-miles" but there is not a difference in how much

money would be saved. But that point is irrelevant; $4,000,000

in savings certainly benefited the people. In the TVA's An-

unal Report of 1949 another prognostication was evolved: "the

savings in freight charges on the navigation channel will ap-

proximate $9,000,000 on the basis of ?matured' traffic of

7,000,000 tons annually."23 Here we see that the "matured traf-

fic " has dropped exceedingly from 17,800,000 to 17,000,000

tons in a course of thirteen years along with a drop from

$22,800,800 to $9,000,000 in transportation savings. It is

probable that the Corps of Engineers was too anxious in 1936

in trying to justify the erecting of locks along the Tennessee

River. Of course these annual savings are not in tangible form,

and it would be difficult to prove that the TVA was justified

in erecting the locks for navigation. Proof lies in the benefits

21Ibid.

22 Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Report of the TVA
(1949), p. 13.

23 Thbid.
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derived by the people in the form of travel, recreation, and

lowered costs.

Industrial Development

The TVA has the power to make studies, demonstrations,

and investigations, and to propose action to increase the

well-being of the people of the Valley.24 These powers in-

elude generally the promoting of an " . . . orderly and proper

physical, economic, and social development of said areas.nt25

The TVA could have directly promoted industry to settle in

the Valley, but instead it chose simply to create the conditions

that would entice new industries. It was believed that the

generation of cheap power with good transport facilities would

be strong enough enducement to attract the necessary indus-

tries with little persuasion.

The TVA initiated and stimulated the undertaking of re-

search by various laboratories and local land grant colleges.

It also conducted some research in its own laboratories. The

TVA, once it found a need for some commodity, would induce

private enterprise to produce this needed product at a price

cheap enough to attract those in the low-income group. The

Authority wanted to give the farmer working tools that would

enable him to work less and yet make more money. The use of

cheap electrical power stimulated the desire of the TVA to

create needed electrical farming apparatuses.

24 Finer, op. cit., p. 78. 25 Ibid., p. 79.
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The Authority has . . . stimulated the development
of a general utility half-horsepower feed grinder which
is cheaper than a similar unit on the market produced
by a manufacturer, and also of an electric curing unit
which is subject to automatic control, is cheap, and has
practically no fire risk, to cure the sweet potatoes
which are grown in large quantities in the Valley and
which hitherto have been cured by coal or wood heat. In-
stalling electric heaters in place of the conventional
wood stove has increased storage capacity by 10 to 15
per cent . . . The total gain per 2,000 bushels is $134;
The total investment cost of the unit is 4,95.26

Hay-drying also raised a problem in the Tennessee Val-

ley. There has always been a very heavy hay crop, but the hay-

drying season was always interrupted by rains. The Authority

co-operated with several states and extension services to ex-

plore the possibility of a barn hay-drying apparatus. One was

made and was proved to be an excellent investment; the prices

ranged from $80 to $350 each for installation costs. In 1942

the farmers who relied on field curing lost about $500,000

of the value of their hay crop; whereas, those farmers having

hay-drying units reported no loses. 27

There were several other things the TVA found needed.

With the co-operation of the University of Tennessee and Agri-

culture Experiment Stations, the TVA was able to discover a

new immersion process of quick-freezing. Also developed were

a small portable freezer,,a refrigerated barge, and a community

"walk int' freezer.28 These achievements enabled the farmers

to sell fresh strawberries in distant cities and have fresh

26bi#1p. 82. 27bid, p. 83. 28Ibid., pp. 83-4*
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meat instead of cured meat. Thus the TVA created the demand

for articles, and all that was necessary was for some private

industry to manufacture them. It was by this method that the

TVA encouraged new businesses, and it was very successful.

Locating and evaluating the minerals of the land was an-

other method the Authority used to encourage industrialization.

Reserves of crude china clay, or kaolin, were found; and the

TVA developed a superior method of refining the clay so that

it could compete with the finest chinas. Research methods are

being used in several laboratories throughout the Valley in

determining the possibility of creating new businesses for

newly discovered minerals. Before the war industries were al-

ready settling in the Tennessee Valley as shown by this comment:

The Tennessee Valley in 1939 had 721 more manufactur-
ing plants and 40,952 more industrial wage earners than
in the depression year 1933, a gain of 53.4 per cent in
plants and 41.7 per cent in wage earners, according to
the census figures. The Southeastern States as a whole in
the same period showed increases of 41.1 per cent in
number of plants and 33.9 per cent in number of industrial
wage earners. The United States as a whole increased 30
per cent in plants and 30.2 per cent in wage earners.

The Tennessee Valley also showed an increase in manu-
facturing since 1929, a boom year, although industrial
activity in the nation as a whole declined. The Valley's
122 counties had a total of 139,074 industrial wage earners
in 1939, compared to 127,010 ten years earlier, a gain of
9.5 per cent. The Southeast's gain was 3.8 per cent while
the nation declined 10.8 per cent. Actually, these gains
were somewhat greater and losses less, due to changes in
classification omitting certain repair and other industries
in the 1939 census that were included in the 1929 census.

Industrial growth in the Tennessee Valley since 1929
has been due partly to expansion of established industries,
in chemical, textile, rayon, aluminium and various other
branches of manufacturing, and partly to location of new
industries in hosiery, garments, shoes, woodworking,
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phosphorus, and other lines. These gains more than off -set
the heavy losses in industry suffered during the depres-
sion.29

The TVA is achieving one of its main objectives in indus-

trial growth, and that is the decentralization of industry.

Similar river basins can do the same thing; all of our coun-

tryts industrial growth and power should not be crowded into

one area.

Recreation

As the years have gone by, men and women of the United

States have had more leisure time; and, consequently, more

recreational facilities have become necessary. Recreation is

another benefit that cannot give a monetary return on the in-

vestment, but it should not be viewed with a purely material

attitude. It should be visualized according to the pleasure

it gives the people, such as an afternoon of fishing, boating,

or swimming. Even if there is no direct return on the invest-

ment, there has been an indirect return in the investment made

by the people.

Since the end of the war there has been rapid construe-

tion in boat docks, parks, swimming beaches, camps, resorts,

and summer cabins. By the end of 1948 the investments along

the lakes amounted to more than $15,700,000, which was an in-

crease of nearly $3,000,000 over 1947.3 0"At the close of the

29Ibid., p. 92.

30Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Report of the TVA
(1949), p. 20.
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calender year /947. . . there were nearly 1,400 inboard

boats ranging from cabin cruisers to run-abouts on the lakes.

They were valued at more than $4,600,000."31 The number of

businesses on the lakeside land increased from 137 to 151 dur-

ing 1948, and its gross income increased from $1.,855,974 to

$2,l48,402.32 Recreation not only has become a time and place

for enjoyment but has also become a thriving business. Tourists

come from all over the United States and spend vacations in

the Tennessee Valley. The Valley's tourist and vacation busi-

ness nears $175,000,000 per year.33

Counties, municipalities, and states in this valley are

spending various sums on state parks, local parks, and park

improvements. It might be said that they are developing land

that will give enjoyment to the generations to come. The people

have not only gained control over a river but have put it to

work for them in all of these various phases of development.

Power Development

As said earlier, there are no plans for the development

of power on the Trinity River; and, therefore, relatively lit-

tle will be said about this phase of the TVA. Power is the

backbone of the TVA, and in the early years of its develop-

ment the private utility companies waged a war against the

Valley Authority, thereby retarding its growth. The private

3 1Ibid 32 bid 33
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power companies said that the TVA was ruthless and destructive

against them and that it was promoting the idea of the public

ownership of power facilities.34 Jo C. Guild, President of the

Tennessee Electric Power Company, in 1936 said that

The TVA for three long years has carried on uninter-
ruptedly a systematic and all inclusive program of propa-
ganda designed to engender in the minds of the people of
the Valley and in the minds of the utilities own custo-
mers, employees, and stockholders, a spirit of distrust,
dissatisfaction, and hatred for private enterprise in
the power business.35

What Guild said may or may not be so, but the point is that

the private utility companies had said that the Tennessee Val-

ley people were "dead" as far as any extention in electric

service was considered. The TVA wanted to show them that they

were wrong. If the rates were lower and more people were us-

ing the service, then it would stand to reason that they would

make greater profits--a mass production principle.

In 1933 only three per cent of all the farms in the Valley

were served with electricity, and the power available was only

1.5 billion kilowatt-hours; whereas by June 30, 1949, the num-

ber of farms served had increased to 66 per cent, and the total

amount of power available had increased to 16 billion kilo-

wqtt-hours.36 Power revenues amounted to $58,000,000 for the

34Jo C. Guild, President of the Tennessee Electric Power
Company, How the TVA Really Hurts Private Utilities, pp. 3-5.

35Ibid.,p. 5.

36 Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Rp of the TVA
(1949), p. 3.
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1949 fiscal year with a net revenue of $21,500,000.37 The

average home in the TVA region used 2,762 kilowatt-hours,

which was considerably higher than the 1,625 kilowatt-hour

average for the nation.38 This area that was called "dead"

for electricity and electrical appliances purchased an esti-

mated $LOO,000,0003 9 worth of electrical appliances during

the 1949 fiscal year. The following table shows the amount

used and price paid for electricity in the TVA area and the

United States for various years.

TABLE 1

AVERAGE AMOUNT USED AND AVERAGE PRICE PAID
PER KILOWATT-HOUR -IN THE TVA AREA

ANDTHEI UNITED STATES_

&verage Annual Average Kilo- Average An-
Use watt-hour nual Bill

Price ____

Fiscal YearPrc TVA U.S. TVA U.S. TVA
Area Area Area

cent cent
1933 . . . . . 60 600 5.83 5.52 35.00* 33.12
940. . . . . 1331 924 2.15 4.92 28.62 36.22
1945 ..... g1726 1186 1.88 3.47 32.46 41.15
1947 . . . . . 2197 1385 1.66 3.14 36.51 43.49
1949 . . . . . 2762 1625 1.54 2.98 42.50 48.43

Per cent Change,
1933-49. . . 360.3 170.8 -73.6 -46.0 21.4 46.2

Sources: Tennessee Valley Authority, The Annual Report
of the TVA (1949), p. 57.

Estimated

38 Ibid. 3 9Ibid.3Ibid.,p. *49.#
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From this table it can be concluded that the TVA has been suc-

cessful in creating a demand for electricity, and undoubtedly

its effects in lower rates can be seen throughout the country.

Miscellaneous Accomplishments

The TVA has demonstrated what the benefits of good man-

agement of the forests would bring. By selective cutting, good

care, and protection the forests will last for years to come.

There are sawmills and industries in pialp and paper, furniture,

millwork, flooring, dressed lumber, handles, tannin, excelsior,

boats, etc. These industries provided more than $200,000,000

annual business in 1946.0 Nearly 70 per cent of the forests

have organized fire protection; and some fifteen to twenty mil-

lion seedlings, furnished by the TVA, are planted annually.

Malaria has been controlled; in 1933 roughly 30 per cent

of the people in the Valley had evidence of this mosquito-

carried disease, whereas in 1949 one-tenth of one per cent of

the population was infected. This control is effectively car-

ried out by fluctuating the water levels during breeding sea-

son, by control of plant growth along the water's edge, and

by airplane application of DDT larvicide.41

The TVA has also encouraged stream sanitation so that the

water will not become polluted and destroy all chances of its

use. Many industries have installed machines and plants to re-

duce waste volume.

40Ibid#., p. 45. 41Ibid., pp. 22-23.
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Finally, it may be said that the TVA has done a wonder-

ful job in raising the standard of living for the people. It

has changed their way of thinking as shown by this comment:

We can write of great dams . . . of the building of
home-grown industry and of electricity at last coming to
the farms of thousands of farm people in the Valley. Yet
the significant advance has been made in the thinking of
a people. They are no longer afraid. They have caught the
vision of their own powers. They c.an stand now and talk
out in meetings and say that if industry doesn 't come into
the Valley from other sections, then we Ill build our own
industry. This they are doing today. 4 2

The people in the Valley have stopped the waste of one of their

most vital resources. If water is not utilized as it goes by,

then it is lost forever; but in the case of the Tennessee

River its water is used several times before finally emptying

into the Ohio River. That is what is going to be done in the

Trinity River Basin--water is going to be utilized and made

into a continuous resource instead of a wasted resource.

42
David E . Lilienthal, jTVA--Democra yo~n th Mar ch, pp . 36-7.



CHAPTER III

FLOOD CONTROL AND SOIL CONSERVATION WITHIN

THE TRINITY RIVER BASIN

The proponents of the Texas Trinity River development say

that the development of this river is the only over-all plan

of its kind now being constructed. It is different from the

TVA in that there is no federal valley authority to supervise

the over-all plan. It is also said that " . . . it is further

unique in that every step has been taken under existing dem-

ocratic procedure rather than under a federal valley authority

which suspends important powers of local government."1 This

statement is not entirely correct, because the TVA and its pro-

cedures are just as democratic as the development of the Trinity

River. Most of the people still have the fatuous impression that

any government intervention is undemocratic. People of this type

will often gladly permit the government to give them the money

necessary to fulfill their plans, but they do not want any con-

trol from the government.

In the author's opinion the over-all development of the

Trinity River Basin is just an off-shoot from the TVA; and

likely, when selfish interests are subdued, the people will

John M. Fouts, "Keeping a Good River Down," The TexasOutlook, Vol. 33., No. 8 (August, 1949), p. 10,

32
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wake up to the fact that the development of all river basins

is a necessity. By over-all development it is meant that all

of the phases of the development of the Trinity were con-

sidered at the same time. It is true that the clamor for ca-

nalization of the Trinity River has been heard since the

1890's, and flood control, was deemed a necessity in the late

1920's. But all of these plans were singular in thought, and

no consideration to the over-all development was given until

after the TVA had proved to be a success. Proponents of the

canalization of the Trinity recognized that they would be more

successful in obtaining funds from the government by advocating

the development of the valley as a whole instead of single

purpose projects, and it is for this reason that the Trinity

development plan may be considered an off-shoot from the TVA.

The discarded single-purpose idea can also be seen in the

previous name of the Trinity Improvement Association. Before

1938 it was known as the Trinity River Canal Association,

and this title itself indicates that the main purpose of this

association was for the canalization of the river.

Flood control by the reservoirs in the Trinity headwater

area comes under the jurisdiction of the Corps of Engineers

of the United States Army; whereas, soil conservation and

flood control on the land, where the rain first falls, is un-

der the supervision of the Soil Conservation Service of the

*On May 26, 1938, officials and members of the Trinity
River Canal Association and the Trinity Watershed Soil Conser-
vation and Flood Control Association, in a joint meeting, mer-
ged the two associations into the Trinity Improvement Association.



United States Department of Agriculture.2 It can be seen.

that a divided authority in the development of the Trinity

could cause disagreement, but these two departments are work-

ing co-ordinately for the full development of this river.

Most of .the work that has been done has been in the upper

two-thirds of the basin; but in the latter part of 1949 the

$,oil Conservation Service began a flood survey on the lower

one-third of the basin, which will soon be incorporated into

the federal program for soil development.

The Trinity River watershed area is relatively long and

narrow. It is about a hundred miles wide in the upper head-

water area and is about three hundred miles long. The river

itself is about 690 miles long and has a drop of about 1,250

feet# The total area of the watershed is about 17,635 square

miles or about 11,286,400 acres, comprising all or portions

of thirty-seven counties. The counties within the watershed

area are found in Figure 1 and Table 2.

The average annual rainfall in these counties varies from

twenty-seven inches in the western headwater area to thirty-

three inches in the eastern headwater area, and it increases

to fifty-one inches near the mouth of the Trinity River. The

average annual rainfall for the basin as a whole is 36.7

inches . Since 1925 the average annual runoff near the mouth

of the river has been some 5,910,000 acre-feet of

2Ibid.

i
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1 Ar ch
2 Clay
3 Monte
4 Cook
5 Gray.
6 FannJ
7 Young
8 Jack
9 Wise

10 Dent
11 Coll1
12 Hunt
13 ParkE
14 Tarrs
15 DallE
16 Rock
17 John
18 Ellig
19 Kaufn
20 Van2
21 Hill
22 Navax

Fig. 3.--ImMap showing counties in the Trinity River Basin
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water.3 This amount is more than enough water to meet the re-

quirements of the area; but ha has not been fully utilized

and, therefore, represents a waste.

TABLE 2

THE TRINITY RIVER WATERSHED AREA *BY
COUNTIES GIVEN IN SQUARE -MILES'

7otal ea of Total Area of
r ea ounty Area County

County of in County of in
ounty watershed _County Watershed
q.mi. q.op.0 qomi.sqmi.

Anderson . . 1082 571 Johnson . 721 355
Archer . . . 911 108 Kaufman . 778 742
Chambers . . 626 70 Leon . . . 1123 827
Clay . . . . 1131 145 Liberty. . 1210 505
Collin . . . 894 842 Limestone. 923 74
Cooke. . . . 927 614 Madison. . 470 391
Dallas . . . 902 902 Montague . 951 413
Denton . . . 952 952 Navarro. . 1115 1115
Ellis. . . . 939 939 Parker . . 913 457
Fannin . . . 904 74 Polk . . . 1109 563
Freestone. . 878 771 Rockwall . 149 112
Grayson. . . 974 332 San Jacinto 657 337
Grimes . . 810 110 Tarrant. 915 915
Hardin . . . 901 10 Trinity. . 711 380
Henderson. . 962 580 Van Zandt. 879 233
Hill ... 977 321 Walker.. 763 394
Houston. . . 1236 813 Wise . . . 911 911
Hunt . . . . 895 26 Young. . . 899 100
Jack ... 916 631 Totals 3T4~~1763 *

'House of Representatives iReport, Trinity River and
Tributaries, Texas, 77th Congress, 1st Session, TDoe. oZ.403,

3The University of Texas Publication Number 4824, Geo-
logical Resources of the .Trinity River Tributary Area in
Oklahoma and TexasTJDcmerTT T~4~, P.7200.
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The Trinity River is formed by four main branches, East

Fork, West Fork, Elm Fork, and Clear Fork; and it is joined

by several other creeks. The West Fork is usually referred

to as the beginning of the Trinity River. Table 3 shows the

principal tributaries of the river.

TABLE 3

THE PRINCIPAL TRIBUTARIES OF THE TRINITY RIVER AND
THEIR APPROXIMATE LENGTH, FALL, DRAINAGE

AREA, AND THE LOCATION OF THEIR
MOUTHS IN RIVER MILES*

location Approxi- approximatee Drainage
f Mouth mate Total Fall Area in

Stream (River Length in Square
Miles) in Miles Feet Miles

Trinity River. . 0 692 1,250 17,635
Clear Fork . 558.8 63 742 '514
Elm Fork . . 505.7 110 715 2,606

Denton Cr. . 18.6 98 678 777
Little Elm Cr. 37.8 41 348 256
Clear Cr.. . 50.5 55 650 372

East Fork. . 459.8 110 510 1,350
Cedar Cr. . . 385.5 92 330 1,070
Richland Cr. 372.4 100 630 1,984

Chambers Cr. 13.7 107 597 1,073
Tehuacana Cr. 347.2 42 297 424
Catfish Cr. . 339.6 37 303 282
Upper Keechi Cr. 272.8 40 352 523
Lower Keechi Cr. 240.5 29 341 259
Bedias Rock Cr. 207.8 35 282 599
White Rock Cr. 169.8 35 318 499
Long King Cr. . 117.6 31 258 221

Sources; House of Representativest Report,
River and Tributaries, Texas, 1st
Doe*.N .~403, p. 21.

Trinity
Sess .,

The watershed of the Trinity River is divided into seven

major soil groups; they are the West Cross Timbers, the Grand
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Prai Iq, the East Cross Timbers, the Blackland Prairie, the

Gulf Coastal Plain, the Coastal Flatwood, and the Coast

Prairie .4

The West Cross Timbers region comprises an area of about

1,430,000 acres and lies in the extreme northwesterly part of

the watershed. The land surface varies from gently rolling to

very rolling; its elevation varies from sandy loams to lime-

stone soils and rough stony land. Timbered areas are found

in the sandy soils, and the limestone soils comprise the

prairie lands. 5

The Grand Prairie region lies adjacent to the West Cross

Timbers region on the east and has a land area of about

1,220,000 acres within the watershed area. The land is from

gently rolling to hilly; its native cover consists largely of

short grasses with scattered small oaks, juniper, and mes-

quite trees.6

The East Cross Timbers region extends in a narrow belt,

lying between the Grand Prairie and the Blackland Prairie re-

gions. It covers a land area of 550,000 acres; and its topog-

raphy is undulating to rolling with native vegetation con-

sisting principally of small oaks, hickory, and other hardwoods.

The native grasses are scarce and not very ntritious.

The Blackland Prairie region crosses the watershed to the

east of the East Cross Timbers region. It is a broad belt of

4Ibid*., p. 18. 5Ibid., p. 19. 6 7Ibid.
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land comprising about 3,497,000 acres. This area is a treeless

plain dissected by streams; its topography varies from flat

and undulating to gently rolling and rolling. The stream val-

leys in this area are generally broad and shallow, and the

region's vegetation consists mainly of prairie grasses with

a few elm and hackberry trees along the water courses. Dark,

waxy clays are the principal soils, and this soil is among the

most fertile and extensively cultivated uplands in the state.8

The Gulf Coastal Plain region, its topography rolling to

hilly, is the most extensive soil region in the watershed and

comprises a land area of about 4,100,000 acres. The upland

soils are generally of a sandy texture underlaid by clay or

sandy clay subsoils, and its native vegetation consists of

various kinds of hardwood and pine timber. Hardwoods are pre-

dominant in the lowlands with pines in the uplands. The Trin-

ity, Catalpa, Johnson, Wabash, and Sharkey clays are found in

this region. 9

The Coastal Flatwood and Coastal Prairie regions com-

bined have an area of 489,400 acres within the watershed. The

Flatwood area is covered with pine and hardwoods and is gen-

erally flat to undulating; whereas, the Coastal Prairie is a

flat and practically treeless plain sloping gently toward the

south. The alluvial soils in these regions are similar to

those in the Gulf Coastal Plain region.10

8 9 10Ibid., pp. 19-20o Ibid., p. 20. Ibid.
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Of the 11,000,000 acres in the watershed some 8,385,000

acres were devoted to agriculture in 1935. Only 40 per cent,

or about 3,340,000 acres, was being cultivated; farm pasture,

firm woodland, and idle land made up the remainder of the

area. Approximately 1,500,000 people live in the watershed

area; about one-fourth of this number live on farms, one-

fourth in small towns, and one-half in Dallas and Fort Worth.

The farm population is approximately twenty-two per square

mile, or more than twice as great as the average farm popu-

lation for the state as a whole.1 1

Soil Conservation

From surveys in the Trinity watershed it has been shown

that about 250,000 acres are in cultivation that never should

have been plowed because of the steepness of the land. Some

300,000 acres have already been abandoned because of erosion,12

and it can be said that nearly the whole watershed needs mea-

sures that will prevent the eroding of all the soil. Better

farm practices are the measures necessary to check this dev-

astation. Planting cover crops during the time that the land

is usually bare will decrease erosion considerably. Strip crop-

ping and contour plowing will conserve the water and soil on

gently rolling lands. Some of the farmers in the headwater ares

John M. Fouts, Trinity Improvement Association, The
Program for Flood Control and the Prvention of Soil riosTon
in the Trinity River Watershed,717p. 8.

12 Ibid., p. 10.
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still have not understood what the effects of better farming

practices will bring them. Some of them still plow straight

up and down a hill, and thus they provide the water an ex-

cellent waterway to carry the valuable topsoil with it. Prac-

tices like this should stop, and it is the job of the Soil

Conservation Service to do the necessary scientific research.

The farmers are a free-enterprising lot; they want free enter-

prise all. right, but they want the government to do their re-

search for them. Of course, the possibility of making food

in the laboratory and the growing of crops on water will bring

about more production troubles, Land may become obsolete, but

until that time arrives it will have to be utilized to its

fullest extent.

The Trinity River watershed is divided into some twenty-

two conservation districts, and except for southeastern Gray-

son County and Eastern San Jacinto County the entire water-

shed receives the full benefits of the 1935 Soil Conservation

Law and amendments of the United States Congress.13 These ex-

ceptions occur because these two areas were not organized as

soil conservation districts under the 1939 Soil Conservation

Act of the Texas Legislature. Some $4,000,000 has been appro"

priated by Congress to carry out the program of soil conser-

vation and erosion prevention in aid of flood control in this

13
Trinity Improvement Association, ttSummary Sheet of

Comprehensive Trinity River, Texas, Program"(July, 1949).
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area. In addition, the Texas Legislature made its first appro-

priation of some $5,000,000 for soil conservation in 1949.14

The Soil Conservation Service is aiding the farmer to

combat soil erosion from which the annual crop loss in the

Trinity basin is $24,110,443.1 This aid comes in the form of

building small detention reservoirs, drop inlets, and gully

plugs. The detention reservoirs will hold the water in an area

for several days and release it gradually instead of allowing

it to rush into the larger creeks and rivers in a few hours.

These small reservoirs will enable the farmer to have a fairly

stable and ample water supply. The first of these detention

dams was completed in 1948 near Jacksboro, which is located

in t4e western part of the headwater area. By 1960 there prob"

ably will be several hundred of these small dams in the head*"

water area above the main reservoirs.

The gully plug is a small embankment placed in a gully

to catch the silt and water. The silt will be prevented from

entering the main rivers and clogging the reservoirs. The drop

inlets will be used to take the water from one level to a

lower level.

Along with these aids the Soil Conservation Service is

helping the farmer in determining what cover crops will grow

best in the Trinity area. This takes into consideration the

1 4 Ibid.

15 L.P. Merrill, U.S. Soil Conservation Service, "Trinity
Floods Hit Farmers the Hardest,t " The Trinity News Vol. II,
No. 11 (April, 1947), p. 4,.~
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crop that will have the best use as a cash crop as well as a

soil rebuilding crop. The farmers have to be shown what crop

will do best before they will attempt it. Through experiments

the Texas Agriculture Experiment Stations are also aiding the

farmers to find which variety of different crops will be the

best. It is education and knowledge of this type that the

farmers of the Trinity Valley need.

The phosphoric acid content of the Blackland soils, as de-

termined by the Texas Agriculture Experiment Stations, is above

the average for the soils of the state as a whale. But because

of the high lime and collodial clay content, very little phos-

phorus ever reaches the plant. In experiments, applications of

phosphate fertilizers for corn, cotton, and small grains did

not give economical responses; however, legumes did respond to

the phosphate applications. Through this additional growth of

legumes, the organic matter and nitrogen content of the soil was

increased.16 Even though corn did not benefit from phosphate

fertilizers, it did respond in yield when it was rotated with

cotton and hubam clover. In experiments conducted in the Black-

lands for a period of two years, 1945-47, continuous corn plant-

ings yielded 20.1 bushels per acre; cotton and corn rotation

yielded 26.2 bushels per acre, and corn and hubam sweetclover

rotation yielded 34.4 bushels per acre.17

16 Texas Agriculture Experiment Station, The Fifty-ninth
Annual Report (1946), p. 30.

17 How- Legutes Have Increased Cotton Yields," The Progres-
sive Farmer, Vol. LXIII, Part 1 (May, 1948), p. 118.
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Legumes have also increased the yield of cotton through-W

out the watershed. In the headwater area in 1947 cotton

planted with no treatment yielded 149 pounds of lint cotton

per acre; cotton planted after legumes increased its yield to

188 pounds of lint cotton per acre, and cotton planted after

fertilized legumes increased to 234 pounds per acre. In the

middle watershed area the yields were 162, 196, and 350 pounds

per acre for no treatment, legumes, and fertilized legumes re-

spectively. In the southern watershed area the yields were 224,

281, and 552 pounds of lint cotton per acre in the same order.18

In 1934 the average yield of cotton was 128 pounds per

acre, and the corn yield was 7.8 bushels per acre in the entire

watershed. By comparing these yields for the different years

it can be seen that a decided increase can be obtained by us-

ing the practices set forth by the Experiment Stations. It is

possible for the yields to go even higher through experiments,

and that probably will happen.

The plan for soil conservation in the Trinity watershed

area compares favorably with the TVA's plan in that these soil

abuses are recognized, and methods are being applied to bring

them under control. In 1950 the ultimate coat 'of this area for

flood control practices was estimated to be around $104,000,0001

18J.R,. Johnston, "Sweetclover and S61l Management in Texas
Blacklands, _The Progressive Farmer, Vol. LXII, Part 2(Dec.,
1947), p. 17.

1 9 Trinity Improvement Ass tn, "Summary Report-of Specific
Appropriations for Comprehensive Trinity Program," March, 1950.
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with the federal government paying something like 53.8 per

cent and local interest the rest. The ultimate cost on soil

conservation practices has not been determined, but some

$3,000,00020 has been appropriated by the federal government

and local interests. In evaluating this plan several factors

will have to be taken into consideration. Will the ultimate

benefits received from this development of the Trinity River

Basin equal the expenditure placed in it? Will it aid the im-

mediate generation, or will the farmers have to wait and let

their sons receive the benefits?

If the Soil Conservation Service is able to reduce the

annual crop loss from erosion by 50 per cent, using a $24,000,000

annual loss as a base, the annual savings would represent some-

thing like $12,000,000. At this rate the entire expenditure

placed in the Trinity watershed would be liquidated in nine or

ten years. However, this is not a tangible savings; it is a

saving represented by higher land values, fewer crop loss,

and a greater monetary return from crops and livestock. If the

farmer has a greater income, he not only helps himself, but he

also adds wealth to the community. If conservation practices

lower the total erosion cost by 25 per cent, the total cost

would be replaced in eighteen or twenty years. The present farm-

Or', themselves, as well as their sons and grandsons, will re-

ceive the benefits. All of this is made possible by

20Ibid
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* . . the retirement of steep and severely eroded land
from cultivation to grass and trees; the practical use
of pasture, meadow, woodland, strip cropping, cover crops,
crop rotation, and vagetated waterways; of mechancial de-
vices such as contour furrows and ridges, terraces, tem-
porary and permanent structures in small waterways, small
reservoirs, water spreaders, facilities for flood irri-
gation and facilities for recharging underground reser-
voirs.

The Trinity development differs from the Tennessee Valley

development in that it is not as large a program. Congress has

to make new appropriations each year or two; and, consequently,

the work can be halted at any time.

The people are realizing that knowledge is the only true

resource. Through it they have learned how to live better and

how to control the land instead of watching it vanish from

under them. The development of the Trinity River Basin is worth

its cost if for no other reason than to have the land for the

generations to come,

Flood Control

Until 1939 there was no existing project for flood con-

trol in the Trinity River watershed; but local interests had

made considerable improvements in the form of reservoirs,

levees, and channel improvements.

There were six reservoirs existing in the headwater area

prior to 1939 along with several small channel dams and a few

small reservoirs, which were used solely to provide water

1JohnM. Fouts, Trinity Improvement Association, The
Program for Flood Control and the Prevention of Soil Erosion
in the Trinity River Watershedop. 10.
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supplies to small cities, towns, industries, and railroads.

The following table shows six reservoirs that existed in the

watershed prior to 1939:

TABLE 4

RESERVOIRS IN THE TRINITY RIVER HEADWATER AREA
PRIOR TO 1939 WITH COST, CAPACITY IN

ACRE-FEET, AND COMPLETION DATE_*

Comr- Capa ityin Acre-feet I
Reservoir pletion At Spill-'s At Maximum Cost

Date WayLevel LakeLevel

White Rock.

Lake Worth.

Lake Dallas

Bridgeport. .

Eagle Mountain

Mountain Creek

Totals . .

1911

1913

1928

1932

1934

1936

17,500

33,100

194,000

292,000

211,000

36,000

783,600

17,500

60,500*

296,000*

734,000*

589,000*

750,000*1

74,9000

$1,600,0000

5,281,000

2,316,000

3,637,000

$12,834, 000

Source: House of Representatives Report, Trinity River
and Tributaries, Texas, 77th Congress, 1st
Session, House Document No. 403, p. 57.

Allowing a 6-foot Freeboard

White Rock and Lake Dallas (Garza) reservoirs were con-

structed mainly for the purpose of providing the city of Dal-

las with water for municipal uses;however, the Garza dam does
provide a small measure of flood protection. Garza dam is lo-

cated about twenty-six miles north of Dallas on Elm Fork, and
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White Rock Lake is in the city of Dallas on White Rock Creek.

Lake Worth was built by the city of Fort Worth for municipal

purposes, but now it is used for boating and recreation as is

Vhite Rock Lake. The Bridgeport and Eagle Mountain reservoirs

are located on the West Fork Trinity River above Fort Worth.

These dams were constructed to provide flood protection to

Fort Worth as well as furnishing it water for municipal use.

These two dams were the only ones constructed in the head-

waber area that offered any large amount of flood protection.

Mountain Creek Reservoir was constructed for the purpose

of generating electric power and is located some ten miles

southwest of Dallas on Mountain Creek. Besides generating power

it also affords some small flood protection.

Levee improvements have been advancing since 1909 when

the first levee improvement district was organized. There have

been fifty-six authorized levee districts and forty-eight pri-

vate levee developments within the watershed area. The local

interests have spent around $20,000 22 in initial costs

for the development of these levees, and during the last five

yegrs the Federal Government has spent around $2,200,00023 for

repairs to fifty-eight levees. There are now some 460 miles of

levees reclaiming around 250,000 acres in the Trinity water-

shed area.24

22Trinity Improvement Association, "Summary Sheet of Com-
prehensive Trinity River, Texas, Program" (July),1949).

231bi 24Ibid
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Floods, which always come from rains, may occur at any

time in the watershed; and there have been several major ones.

The flood of May 17, 1949, was the worst one in amount of dam-

age inflicted upon the area, but it was not the one that pro-

duced the most discharge of water. The maximum discharge of

water at Dallas during the 1908 flood was 184,000 second-feet2 5

while the discharge at Fort Worth during the 1949 storm was

107,000 second-feet.26 The only reason that the flood of 1908

did not cause more damage was that the areas in the flood

plain were not as heavily settled with residentual and indus-

trial sites as they were in 1949. The 1949 flood caused a dam-

age of over $15,000,000 of which over $11,000,000 was in the

city of Fort Worth.27 Inadequate control from floods may prove

to be a hindrance in the further development of this area, but

with adequate control there should be no limit to the develop-

ment of the Trinity River Basin.

In 1939 the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army

made a survey of the Trinity River Basin to ascertain if the

costs of a complete flood control project would be at least

equal to the benefits derived from such a program. All of the

property in the flood plain susceptible to damage was sur-

veyed, and an estimate was made upon the damage likely to be

25 United StatesDepartment of the Interior, Geological
Survey, Flood of May 17, 1949, at Fort Worth, Texas, p. 16.

26Ibid., p. 20. 27 Ibid., p. 3.
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done if the largest flood ever recorded recurred.* By allo-

cating certain costs of the planned reservoirs to flood con-

trol the annual charges were found to be 4769,834,28 This was

based on the assumption that the average life of each dam would

be sixty years. Also using the assumption that a maximum flood

may occur once during the sixty years, the Corps of Engineers

calculated that the annual benefits derived from such a pro-

gram would be $1,416,869,29 a ratio of 1.84 to 1 of benefits

to costs.

The Corps of Engineers set forth the following objectives

in the flood-control plan of the Trinity River watershed:

(a) Provide full flood protection to the leveed por-tions ,of the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth against the
probable maximum flood.

(b) Provide a reasonable degree of supplementaryflood protection to the rural areas in the flood plainbetween the mouth of Richland Creek and the headwater
dams, where extensive levee improvements have been made
by local interests.

(c) Provide some measure of flood protection to theTrinity River Valley below Richland Creek, by reducinSthe peak discharge and the frequency of major floods*

The construction of five dams and reservoirs was included

in the flood protection project. The following- tables show the

dams and reservoirs that are now under construction in the

headwaters area:

*The corps of Engineers are now in the process of inven-toring the total amount of property within the flood plain ofthe Trinity River. The amount of property within the flood plainat Fort Worth is $96,633,o0 and at Dallas it is *232,120,000
28IeHouseof Representatives Report, rniy River and Trib-ies, Texas, 77th Congress, 1stSes.DC
291bid. 30Ibid., p. 67.
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TABLE 5

RESERVOIRS NOW BEING CONSTRUCTED IN THE TRINITY
HEADWATER AREA WITH ESTIMATED COSTS

AND COMPLETION DATE*

Reservoir Drainage Area, Estimated- sEMd tTDate
Square Miles Total Costs of Completion

Benbrook . . . 416 14,000,000 1951

Garza-Little Elm 1,648 26,644,900 1953

Grapevine . . . 688 16,564,000 1952

Lavon. . . . . . 763 16,380000 1952

Totals 3,516 73,588,900

Source: Trinity Improvement Association, "Summary Sheet
of Comprehensive Trinity River, Texas, Program"
(July, 1949).

TABLE 6

WATER CAPACITIES FOR THE RESERVOIRS NOW UNDER
CONSTRUCTION IN THE TRINITY

HEADWATER AREA*

onserva- Additional for Top of
tion and Flood Control Dam Ca- Water

Reservoir l ilt ca- FPl AFalT cities Surface
pacities Control Control oere-feet Acres
cre-feet Acre-feet Acre-feet

Benbrook . 88,300 170,000 151,400 475,200 3,800

Grapevine. 196,000 238,200 333,400 914,400 7,400

Garza-
Little Elm 489,500 526,700 1,088,500 2,601,700 23,500

Lavon. . 143,600 279980 13 0 713 700 11 00

Totals 917,000 ,215,100 1,706,000 4,705,000 45,800

*Source: Trinity Improvement Association, "Summary Sheet
of Comprehensive Trinity River, Texas, Program"
(July, 1949).
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In addition to these reservoirs some $13,000,00031 Will

also be needed to complete the Fort Worth and Dallas flood-

ways. This represents a total estimate of some $86,588,9OO

that will be spent to complete the existing flood control

plan in the Trinity River Basin.

At present the Corps of Engineers is concentrating its

study for further development in the watershed area in the

Chambers, Richland, and Cedar Creeks areas. A reservoir on

each of these creeks is likely to be recommended for construe-

tion as well as Lake Liberty, which will be located on the

Trinity some forty miles from its mouth. The completion of all

these dams and floodways will give the Trinity Valley a fairly

good flood control system.

No flood control system can be operated effectively if

the land above the reservoirs is not being taken care off. That

is the one drawback of the flood control system in the Trinity

Valley. Measures are being taken, as explained earlier, to pre-

vent the erosion of the land and the silting of the reservoirs;

but these measures are not being effected fast enough. Ero-

sion still goes on, and this eroded land will decrease the

water capacity and life expectancy of the reservoirs. The TVA

recognized this danger before the dams were built, but the

people in this area did not, as shown by the failure to accom-

pany the construction of the earlier dams with soil conserving

31Ibid
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measures. The Trinity Improvement Association had no flood

control program that could compare with that of the TVA in

1939, and even today it does not compare with that plan,

which is very well co-ordinated and is built upon a larger

scale. It takes more than mere words to have an adequate flood

control system. Though lack of early planning can be seen in

the Trinity system, great strides are being made to correct

that situation.

Some people wonder if the construction of the dams and

reservoirs will injure those counties in which they are placed.

By injure, it is meant decreasing the tax value of the land.

Denton Gounty lost $210,584.10 32 in tax valuation at the time

the construction of Lake Dallas began in 1923 and progressively

lost less tax valuation money each year until 1945.33 At that

time Denton County showed a gain of $44,074.5234 in tax val-

uation. If the increase continues in the future as in the past,

Denton County will be more than compensated for the loss of

the land. This same statement will apply to the inundated land

that will be lost by the construction of Grapevine and Garza-

Little Elm reservoirs. The tax valuation will be recovered

from rising land values surrounding the lakes and from newly

developed recreational sites.

Abram A. Millar, "Did the Construction of Lake Dallas
Benefit or Injure Denton County from the Tax Valuation Stand-
point?" (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Dept. of Economics,
NQrth Texas State College, 1949), p. 71.

33Ibid., p. 72. 34Ibido
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The Federal Governrent will not spend any money in a de-

velopment program unless the benefits derived from this pro-.

gram will at least equal the costs;35 and, unquestionably, the

development of flood control measures in the Trinity River

Basin is worth the expenditure placed in it.

435 fE1Statement by G.L. Jentz; United States Corps of En-
gineers, Fort Worth Sub-office, Fort Worth, Texas, March 15,
1950.



CHAPTER IV

WATER FOR IVUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL USE

Often Dallas and smaller cities in the watershed have

faced acute water shortages. Cities in the Trinity Basin have

been and are now largely dependent upon underground water res-

ervoirs, but the exceptional growth of this area has proved

the inadequacy of this source. Also, these reserves are being

depleted faster than they can fill, and as a result the under-

ground water level is dropping. The city of Denton has had water

shortages nearly every summer for the last few years; it could

have made arrangements with the city of Dallas for water from

Lake Dallas, but for lack of foresight it failed to do so. Dur-

ing the spring of 1948 there was very little rain, and Lake

Dallas failed to fill to its normal capacity. Consequently,

Dallas had a serious water shortage that summer.

The capacity of Lake Dallas has been decreased consider-

ably by erosion. It has been calculated that from 1923 to 1940

the deposited silt in Lake Dallas has amounted to some 13,686

acre-feet.1 This amount lowers the volume of water that is avail-

able for consumption; it also shows that over-all development

Cyrus P. Williams, "The Storage of Organic Matter in
Bottom Deposits of Lake Dallas" (Unpublished Master's Thesis,Dept. of Sciencs, North Texas State Teachers College, 1941),
p. 8.

55
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is a necessity. Of course Dallas had to have a supply of water,

and i t could not undertake measures to prevent the erosion of

the land above the reservoir. It does not necessarily follow

that once the land above the reservoirs has preventative ero-

sion measures the silting will subdue entirely. Silt will be

carried down the rivers anyway; these practices will be help-

ful in that the life of the reservoirs will be increased from

less silting.

Dallas and Fort Worth are the two largest cities in the

basin and have had their water problems for many decades. Dal-

las constructed White Rock Lake to meet its growing water re-

quirements in 1911, and Fort Worth built Lake Worth in 1913.

Both of these lakes soon proved to be inadequate, and in 1923

Dallas started the construction of Lake Dallas. Tarrent County

followed with Bridgeport Reservoir in 1932 and Zagle Mountain

Reservoir in 1934. These reservoirs above Fort Worth provide

an ample water supply to that city as well as some flood pro-

tection, but Lake Dallas, as said earlier, failed to furnish

the city of Dallas with enough water to meet its requirements.

Therefore, Dallas is .going to need water from the new reser-

voirs now under construction. Of these reservoirs--Grapevine,

Garza-Little Elm, Lavon, and Benbrook--Dallas will benefit in

water facilities only from the first two.

The Federal Government has made arrangements that any city

in this area can obtain water for municipal and industrial use

from the proposed reservoirs in the headwater area by paying
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the amount that the extra water impounded would cost.2 In case

Denton would want 25,000 acre-feet of water, it would contrib-

ute the amount of money necessary to enlarge the capacity of

the reservoir by the needed amount. Thus in this way the cities

of this area will make a contribution of some $6,000,0003plus

Lake Dallas in payment for the water that they expect to receive.

The proposed Lake Liberty, which would be a regulating

reservoir of around a half-million acre-feet, could be used to

furnish Houston and several other coast cities a reserve water

supply. It would be simple to take water out of the lake by

pipelines and place it in reservoirs above Houston. This area

is also expanding rapidly, and surely it will have to search

for other sources of water besides that of underground sup-

plies, which are now being used. This area is being referred

to as the future chemical and plastic production center of the

world.4 Water is necessary to this type of industry for proces-

sing purposes. It is used by industry in cooling and fabrica-

tion processes that convert most agriculture products and min-

erals into usable goods.

It is impossible to say that these reservoirs in the Trin-

ity Basin will give the cities of the area an all-time water

2House of Representatives Report, Triniy River and Trib-
utaries, Texas, 77th Congress, 1st Sess.HouseTDoc. 73-' T~
p. 70.

3Trinity Improvement Association, "Summary-Sheet of Com-
prehensive Trinity River, Texas, Program,"_ July, 1949.

4Trigg Twitchell, "Water.-Texast Presumed Natural Resource,
The Texas Geographic zine, Vol. XI No. 1 (Spring, 1947),
p. 17.
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supply. It is probably true that under present conditions and

presuming no increase in population and industry this area

will have ample water for its uses, but indications show that

this area is just beginning to grow. Allowing an average daily

per capita consumption of one hundred fifty gallons and assum-

ing that it is possible to impound all the water flow without

evaporation or other losses the Trinity River at Dallas could

sustain a population of 6,7000,000 people.5 This is allowing

the use of water only once, and it is not possible to utilize

all the flow; so the maximum population that this area can sus-

tain depends upon the many different ways that the water can

be reused, The average daily consumption per person is apt to

increase to several times the amount given because of indus-

trial growth.

It seems ridiculous to think that over 80 per cent of the

runoff of the Trinity River flows to the Gulf unused.6 The

people of this region are too busy letting the world know how

far advanced they are, how big the state is, how much mineral

wealth they have, etc. while this sort of thing goes on every

day. The people of the Trinity Basin are not the only ones in

this predicament; in fact, practically all the people of every

river basin waste their water resources and yet do not realize

5The University of Texas Publication Number 4824, Geo-logical Resources of the Trinity River Tributary Area irF Okla-
homa and Texas, December 18, 1948, p. 224.

6lbid.
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it. It leads to the conclusion that the development of all

river basins should be a public function.

Resources of the Tributary Area

In 1939 the Corps of Engineers designated an area that

would be affected by the proposed canal from Fort Worth to the

Gulf. This tributary area included all of Oklahoma except six

counties in the northeast corner of the state and three counties

in the Oklahoma Pandhandle and one hundred forty counties in

North Texas, including the Pandhandle and the Trinity water-

shed area.7 It is further defined in that

if the Trinity River were made navigable for barges
from its mouth to Fort Worth, appreciable savings in
freight rates would accrue in an area far beyond the lim-
its drained by the river. The area in which savings would
accrue for the shipment of any one commodity over the
proposed waterway has been termediby the U.S. ngineers
"the Trinity River tributary area."' The tributary areas
vary in size for different commodities'; the term "tribu-
tary area" . . comprises all the sum total of the trib-
utary areas for all commodities considered to be poten-
tial tonnage for the proposed waterway. .

Many deposits of fuels and other hydrocarbons and non-

metallic and metalliferous substances are found in this area.

Some of these are asphalt and related bitumens, bituminous

coal, lignite, peat, natural gas, petroleum, abrasives, barite,

celestite, clays, dolomite, and magnesian limestone, gypsum

and anhydrite, helium, limestone, caliche, shell deposits,

7House of Representatives Report, . cit., p. 101.

8The University of Texas Publication No. 4824, .. cit.,
pp. 7-8.
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phosphate rock, Portland cement materials, sand and gravel,

glass sand, soluble salts, stone, sulphur, copper, iron, man-

ganese, zinc, and lead.9

Many of the above substances are being produced commer-

cially, and yet some are not, because of the low-grade con-

tent of the ore and the rather expensive methods to process

them. However, cheaper processing methods could find a market

for these that are not being produced now.

One thing lacking in this area necessary to encourage the

development of new industries is a sufficient water supply.

The TVA was able to encourage new businesses by making ample

waper supplies, water transportation, and cheap, plentiful

power available for use. The Trinity River tributary area has

an abundance of minerals and cheap power, which is made avail**

able from the copious natural gas supplies, and will have in

the near future an abundance of water. All that is lacking in

the plan to encourage new industries, as compared with the

TVA's plan of industry inducement, is a water transportation

system. This water transportation plan will be given in the

next chapter.

It has not been considered economical to construct hydro"

electric dams in this region as shown by this comment:

It is wished to point out that on many of the streams
in this portion of the State ZTexas7 stream flow varies
widely and that during the summer months many of these

9
Ibid., pp. 17-20.
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streams have practically no flow. Consequently, the
problem of constructing dams to create sufficient
storage to ensure a constant stream flow for the pur-
poses of generating electric power'during these dry
periods is one having many aspects. The topography of
the land in this region is such that few economical
dam sites exist. Long earthen dams are required to de-
velop the storage necessary for generating power. Few
opportunities exist to develop any relatively high gen-
erating heads in this area. While it is true that many
low head power plants exist in this country and partlc-
ularly in Europe, they aie generally located on streams
having large prime flows. As a general rule, the reser-
voir area upstream of such damsites as-may exist in
this region is relatively flit, creating a reservoir with
large areas of shallow depth. The large exposed reservoir
surface together with the high temperatures normal in
this region during these drouth periods and the strong
winds which may prevail result in tremendous evaporation
losses from such a reservoir. These losses together with
the extremely low reservoir inflow make it necessary to
store tremendous volumes of water in order to generate
any amount of power during these periods.

The cost of providing this storage plus the instal-
lation of generating equipment for these low flows is
such that power in this region can be generated by steam
plants using natural gas as a fuel just as economically
as by hydroelectric generation * 

Even though it is not economical to construct dams to generate

power here, it was pointed out that should the occasion arise

which would render power development a necessity, it would be

possible to add this facility.11

Research is a necessity in this area; with it it is pos-

sible to discover new uses for minerals as well as new min-

erals. The chemical industries are able to use waste products,

1 %Letter from the United States Corps of Engineers, Fort
Worth Sub-office, Fort Worth, Texas, February 20, 1950.

llHouse of Representatives Report, a. citl., p. 87.
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and there seems to be an abundance of waste materials in

Texas. This state probably is now and should continue to be

the area constituting the largest industrial growth in Amer-

lea. ,Utilizing all of the materials available it is possible

for new industries to develop in cotton, wool, and mohair

processing; fruit and vegetable pickling, canning, preserv-

ing, and dehydration; quick freezing, dairy products, timber,

furniture, and other woodworking industries based greatly upon

the large variety of Texas pines and hardwoods; meat paclting,

together with tanning, leather, and other allied industries;

ceramics, chemical processing, including iron and steel, tin,

zinc, and manganese; oil and gas, sulphur, mercury, lime, salt,

potash, clay, lignite, graphite, paper and pulp, cellulose

and lignin, and many other synthetic products.1 2

The development of industries in the Trinity River Basin

and the tributary area would affect practically every person

in this region. It would open new sources of employment,

which seem to be needed at this time; it would bring greater

prosperity to the people; and, indirectly, it would affect

the social structure of the people. In general, the indus

trialization of this area would be another step in progress.

12Joseph Mayer, "Texas Industrial Potentials,1  The Texas
Geographic Magazine, Vol. XI, No. 2 (Spring, 1947), .2.'

0



CHAPTER V

CANALIZATION AND MISCELLANEOUS DEVELOPMENTS
OF THE TRINITY RIVER

Canalization

Water transportation has been in the past the cheapest

method of transportation and probably will continue to be.

This method of transportation is desirable for those shippers

of products which do not necessarily require fast shipments.

Those producers requiring a short time limit for their pro-

ducts will continue to use the railroads, trucks and airplanes.

Seemingly, water transportation has been a great aid in low-

ering the railroad rates within a vicinity; and, also, it has

proved to be a stimulus in the growth of many cities. Canali-

zation has always been the prime aim of certain groups of

people in the Trinity Basin. Fort Worth and Dallas as well as

the whole southwest region have been subject to rate discrim-

ination by the railroads. This area lies in the Southwestern

freight rate territory, and those shippers of the Northeastern

states in the Official territory have had the advantage of

cheaper rates for their commodities.1

1Tom D. Cherry, The Effect of the Present Frei ht Rate
Structure on Five IndiAgrries in Txas, TnfTh i
culture and ivieihnical College of Texas, No. 82, pp. 82-6.
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The desire to navigate the Trinity River has been with

the people of this area since the days of the Texas Republic*

In 1836 the steamer Scioto Belle made the first trip up the

river to the site of Dallas, which was founded five years

later.2 During this phase of development, two navigation com-

panies were founded, the Trinity River Slack Water Navigation

Company and the Trinity River Navigating Company.3 Several

steamships made the voyage up the river to Dallas, and much

enthusiasm was found among the people.

Facing the threat of competition from the steamships,

the Houston and Texas Central Railroad lowered its rates to

the point that the steamships could not successfully compete.

During the later part of 1872 the H.& T.C. Railroad had low-

ered its freight rate on cotton to $1.05 per bale4 from Dallas

to Houston. After the cessation of steamship competition the

H. & T.C. raised its price to $2.45 per bale of cotton for all

points 165 miles north of Houston.5 It was practices like this

that caused such a fervid dislike for the railroads.

The Trinity River Navigating Company, organized in 1891,

was successful in obtaining a favorable survey from the Fed-

eral Government for canalization of the Trinity River in 1899;

the plan was to construct thirty or more dams along the river

2E.H.Brown, Trinity River Canalization, p. 34.

Ibid.p. 36-40. I1id., p. 43. 51bid., p. 44.
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at an estimated cost of 5,000,000.6 However, $1,000,000 was

actually appropriated, and five locks and dams were con-

structed.7 The work of the canal was enthusiastically carried

out until just before the First World War. In 1921 the govern-

ment decided to abandon the project, saying that the canal-

ization of the river was not feasible and that it should not

be attempted at the expense of the government.8

Before the drouth of 1908-13 the backers of the canal did

not realize that at times there would not be enough water in

the river to have a navigable stream; when they did see that

it would be necessary to have dams of some description, they

failed to see that merely dams along the river would be inad-

equate. They did not consider the necessity of dams in the

headwater area, and as a result the plan for navigation of the

Trinity failed.

In 1930 the Trinity River Canal Association was organized,

and it is this organization that was so active for a canal

that it could not see the other possible measures that could

be undertaken in the basin until the TVA had proved to be a

success in the over-all development of a river. Today the Trin-

ity Improvement Association always argues that it is for the

over-all development of the Trinity Basin, but it devotes most

of its time and publication to the desirability and feasibility

of a canal from Fort Worth to the mouth of the river. It may

6Ibid., p. 45. 7 bid. 8Ibid.
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be true that a canal would be feasible, but it is not the most

important phase of development; it is just one part of what

should be a co-ordinated plan of river development.

The Corps of engineers made a survey for the possibility

of navigation along with the survey for flood control in 1939,

From this survey the Engineers found that the proponents '

main reasons for canalization were

. . . that 4,751,384 tons of traffic would be attracted
to such a waterway, and the estimated the total savings
in transportation costs at 110126,024 Lnnuallf. They
stated that an improved waterway of' this type not onlywould develop the major cities along the river but alsowould permit"the development of the natural resources
in the Trinity River Valley; provide an outlet for the
products of West Texas, the Panhandle, and Oklahoma;
and serve to maintain low freight rates throughout theSouthwest region.9

The opposition to this plan came chiefly from railroad inter-

ests, which could be expected. These opponents questioned the

adequacy of an ample water supply during the low stages of

the river; they doubted the amount of traffic that could be

hauled as well as the savings, and also believed that the pro-

ponents first estimated costs of $66,546,000 would be too low

for the actual costs of the canalization of the river.1 0

Through the survey the Corps of Engineers found that the

total traffic that could be credited to the waterway was

3,474,931 tons,11 in which was included a prospective growth

of twenty per cent; the total savings that would accrue from

House of-Representatives Report; Trinity River and Tiib-utaries, Texas, 77th Cong., 1st Sess., Doc. No. 403, .798
10 bid llIbid p. 113.
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this amount of traffic were $6,904,908.12 All of these esti-

mates are based upon a cost of 2.5 mills per ton-mile for line-

haul.13 This amount represents only the direct savings; it does

not take into consideration the effect of the canal upon the

surrounding territory.

The local interests, the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth,

have offered to furnish extra water for regulating the supply

for navigation, but only to the extent that its use will not

interfere with the amount necessary for their own use.14 With

this and the amount taken from the new reservoirs there would

be an ample supply to operate the river as a canal.

The estimated first cost of the proposed plan for navi-

gation was $105,723,430,15 which is considerably higher than

the estimated first costs of the local interests. The annual

charges on this investment amounted to $6,715,271,16 and when

compared to the direct benefits received from such a program

($6,904,908) a ratio of 1.13 in benefits to 1 in cbsts is ob-

tained. There is comparatively little difference in the costs

and benefits. Should the railroads lower their rates this es-

timated savings would drop, and it would not be feasible to

construct the canal.

The Gulf Intracoastal waterway exceeded the estimate on

the amount of traffic it would carry. The estimated tonnage

12Ibid.,p.114. 13Ibid. 141bid. p. 122. 15 Ibid.,p.137.

6bid., p. 138.

9
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that it would carry was approximately 11,000,000 tons,17 and

this amount was surpassed in 1940 by some 600,000 tons.18 In

1944 the traffic jumped to 24,000,000 tons19 and in 1948 was

expected to be around 24,200,000 tons.20 This is one example

in which the total tonnage carried on the canal was much

greater than the first estimate given. It could be possible

that the amount of traffic the Trinity would carry will be

much greater than the first estimate (3,474,931) given by the

Corps of Engineers. However, it is always possible that this

amount could be less than the first estimate, as shown in the

estimate of traffic on the Tennessee River. It was given in

Chapter II that the Corps of Engineers estimated that by 1950

the river traffic on the Tennessee would be 17,800,000 tons;21

whereas, by 1949 it was only some 7,000,000 tons.22

If the traffic on the Trinity River is greater than the

estimated tonnage, then, without question, the canal would

pay for its cost in benefits received from lower rates. Lower

rates will not necessarily injure the railroads; it is pos-

sible that new industries will take advantage of the low cost

7JW.Hershey, "The Importance of Developing Tributary
Feeders to the Gulf Intercoastal Waterway," Panel on Inland
Waterways, p. 1,

18Ibid. 19Ibid. 20Ibido

21Tenn6ssee Valley Authority, Annual Report of the TVA,
1l936, p. 11.----

Tennessee Valley Authority, Annual Report of the TVA
1949, p. 12.
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transportation and the abundance of minerals and agriculture

products to establish themselves along the river. Whether or

not it is feasible to construct the canal will not be known

until years after the canal is built. With the availability

of all the requirements for new industries the canalization

of the Trinity River does not seem feasible at this time, and

the Federal Government has authorized construction of a barge

waterway from the mouth of the river to Liberty, Texas, which

is about forty miles. The ultimate cost of this project will

be around $7,750,000,23 and $l,496,50024 has been appropriated

by Congress. The canalization of the river from Fort Worth to

the Gulf will very probably occur in the next decade.

Recreation

The 75,000 acres of surface water25 in the Trinity head-

water area and the surrounding land can become a recreational

center for the people of this area. North Texas does not have

many lakes, and the addition of Garza-Little Elm, Grapevine,

Lavon, and Benbrook Reservoirs to the existing reservoirs will

give this region increased recreational sites. At present there

are no actual plans for this type of development, but recrea-

tional committees for each reservoir have been appointed, and
plans are now in the early stage of development.26 There can

23Trinity Improvement Association, "Summary Sheet of Com-prehensive Trinity River, Texas, Program" (July, 1949).
2 Ibid 25 Ibid.

" Walter B.-McClurkanMember of the Recreational Commit-tee of, the Garza-Little -Elm Reservoir personal interview,Denton, Texas (March '29, 1950).

I
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be very little progress in the development of recreational

sites until the reservoirs have filled and definite sites

have been located. The farmers in this area will, more than

likely, be bitterly opposed to selling their land for recrea-

tional purposes; and unless the Federal Government takes steps

to procure this land, it is possible that these sites will be

developed otly for a few people. This type of recreation is

not desirable, as it should be for all the people.

The people were attracted to the TVA mainly because of

the massive concrete dams on the Tennessee River, but there

will be no incentive such as this to attract tourists in this

region. Fishing, boating, swimming, picnicking will be the de-

ciding factors influencing the people to visit these reser-

voirs. These enjoyments will attract new establishments cater-

ing to their business. Recreation is an intangible benefit de-

rived from the over-all development of a river basin, but its

value can only be apprehanded by the enjoyment received by

the people.

Miscellaneous Developments

Alleviation of stream pollution, conservation of wild

life, forest conservation, and irrigation are the miscellaneous

developments that are advocated by the Trinity Improvement

Association.27

27 Trinity Improvement Association, 22, cit.
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Stream pollution is a problem arising from the exceptional

growth of this area. There are state laws prohibiting the pol-

lution of streams in Texas, and most cities in the Trinity

Basin have sewage-treatment facilities; but the river still

becomes polluted. This can be remedied by stricter enforce-

ment of the laws regarding stream pollution.

Water for irrigation has been needed for the growing of

rice in the watershed area below Liberty, and indications show

that there will be enough water available for a continuation

of this use. Water can be taken from the proposed Lake Liberty

for all irrigation purposes in this lower region.

Conservation of forests is necessary in soil conservation

practices; and, also, it is necessary to conserve the forests

for future use. Conservation of wild life will be carried out

after the completion of the over-all development and after loon

nations have been designated.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

In evaluating the development of the Trinity River Basin

as compared with the development of the Tennessee River Val-

ley, it must be kept in mind that the two basins are entirely

different. The Tennessee River is larger than the Trinity

River and is subject to devastating floods; the land in the

Tennessee Valley is more hilly and has required great conser-

vation efforts. The things to be evaluated are the relative

accomplishments that might be achieved in both river basins.

Another factor involves public development of a river basin

versus private development aided by government funds.

The TVA has proved to be far superior in soil conserva-

tion, flood control, recreation, and resource development.

This Authority has been able to reduce soil erosion and give

the farmers the actual knowledge that they needed. The farmers

in the Trinity Basin have this same knowledge, but they have

not applied it to the extent that the farmers in the Tennessee

Valley have; therefore, it must be assumed that the TVA is

more successful in this phase of development thus far.

Floods are more of a threat in the Tennessee Valley than

in the Trinity region, and a more efficient plan is required

in the former. Both of these developments were initiated about

72
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the same time. In the Tennessee Valley flood prevention was

undertaken in the Valley as a whale, while in the Trinity Ba-

sin local interests provided for their own protection and did

not worry about the rest of the valley. In general, local in-

terests were not concerned greatly with other interests out-

side of their own; whereas, TVA was concerned with the inter-

ests of all the people.

Navigation was easier to obtain on the Tennessee River

because of the greater volume of water, but it can not be said

that the TVA's navigation development has greater value than

the Trinity River plan as navigation has not been fully a-

chieved at present on the Trinity River.

Resource development has been left to private interests

in the Trinity tributary area; and, consequently, as of today

the resources in this area are greatly undeveloped. The TVA

initiated research in its own government maintained labora-

tories and was able to discover new resources as well as new

methods of using the existing resources. The TVA has proved

superior in this phase of development as well as in recreational

and miscellaneous developments.

From these facts it must be concluded that the Tennessee

Valley Authority has a more comprehensive outlook in the de-

velopment of the Tennessee River Valley than the Trinity Im-

provement Association in the development of the Trinity River

Basin, The TVA has been able to subdue selfish interests in

the Tennessee Valley; whereas, selfish interests still
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indirectly hinder the entire development of the Trinity River

Basin. The development of the Trinity Basin is for all the

people, and a small minority should not be allowed to obstruct

any development that will benefit everybody. These comparisons

show that the development of all river basins should be a pub-

lic function and that this development requires some authority

to carry out the over-all plans.
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